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I recommend NRC reject Holtec Internationals applicator for a Consolidated interim Storage Facility for high 
level nuclear waste for several reasons. 

1. it is impossible to evaluate the Environmental Impact Statement because so much crucial information is 
redacted because of corporate secrets. 

2. Why should NM pay for other states benefitting from nuclear power by assuming their nuclear waste 
problems? NM, as one of the poorest states and a majority minority state, has experienc~d environmental 
racism for decades in the form of disproportionate impact by hazardous and toxic wastes without 
compensation. Each state deciding and benefitting from nuclear energy should have to figure out its own 
permanent storage solutionnot dump it on NM. ' 

3. A condition of Holtec is that the Department of Energy and US taxpayers must take over ownership of the 
waste and pay to transport it across the country. Not only is that illegal, but shifts nuclear waste storage costs 
from the private business operating the nuclear facility to the US taxpayers. This will cost us billions of 
dollars. Taking on this responsibility will have two major additional serious consequences. It will make 
operating nuclear plants more profitable and slow the closures down, and will make it possible for nine states 



to open new nuclear plants. These nine states currently have laws prohibiting new plants from being built 
until a storage solution for waste is found. 
More nuclear energy means more nuclear waste, greater risk of disastrous terrorist attacks, environmental 
impacts from the huge amounts of water necessary to cool and operate reactors especially in areas suffering 
extreme drought (I/4th of all nuclear plants), more safety related incidents, and greater risk for undetected 
stealing of plutonium. In short, this proposed interim nuclear waste storage solution props up the dying 
nuclear power plant industry with all its problems, when we could be replacing it with clean renewable 
energy. 




